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Abstract  
To the main part, this paper is the result of a literature survey and to the minor part of a field 
survey. The study is found on the question of, if and why unpalatable plant species invade 
heavily grassed rangelands and if plants change their defence strategy from a mechanical 
defence to a chemical defence if the herbivory pressure increase. I conclude that defended 
plants do invade heavily grassed rangelands if the rangelands lose essential recourses (often 
nutrients) and/or the defended plants are strongly avoided by mammalian herbivores. I also 
conclude that plants do go from a mechanical defence strategy to a chemical strategy if their 
environment loses essential recourses under a threshold. This firstly depends on that 
mechanical defended plants can not develop a complete defence if they suffer from a shortage 
in the nutrient supply, and secondly of that plants in resources rich environments often have 
lager possibilities of responding to herbivory with regrowth. They do not therefore have to 
defend them self as hard as plants in environments with low supply of recourses.    
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Introduction 
Many people around the world and from different academic fields are of the belief that heavy 
grazing and browsing reduce productivity of rangelands and their ability to produce forage 
(e.g. Weber et. al 1999). The main reason for the shortage in food supply is, according to the 
observers, the invasion of plants with different kinds of physical defence strategies to the 
rangelands if the rangelands are heavily exposed to herbivory.  If this is a true picture of  the 
reality, what is the phenomenon with an increased number of defended plants in heavily 
grazed areas depending on, and what kind of effect would it, if it exists, have to the possibility 
of a different kind of grassland for producing a sustainable forage supply? The question is 
important because of the considerable number of people relaying on agriculture and 
husbandry as their main source of income in the world today. This part of the population of 
the world needs to manage their pastures in a way that will provide sustainable grazing, now 
and in the future.  

I assume that many of the people involved in agriculture already have much of the knowledge 
needed to maintain a sustainable fodder production but their knowledge is often of a very 
practical nature though, and therefore it often has problems reaching the institutions of 
society. This is a problem because a lack of knowledge often leads to that wrong decisions are 
taken by the institutions. In this paper, I have gathered information of why and how grazing 
and browsing have effect on the opportunity of grasslands to maintain a sustainable yield of 
forage. I also have made a small field investigation in the attempt to compare the theoretical 
results with some results from the reality. The specific question I seek the answer to is: 

- Do plants change their defence strategy from a mechanical defence to a chemical one, as a 
respond to heavier grassing and browsing?    
I will begin this paper with an introduction of the theoretical background of the issue. I will 
then present the methods used to accomplish the study. After that, I will present my 
investigation results and end this paper with a summarising discussion of the results and a 
conclusion to the study. 

Plants resistance against herbivory, a complicated history 
The developments of grasslands are depending on several factors. I will begin this literature 
synthesis whit a short presentation of the most important factors and how they interact. After 
the presentation, I will continue the discussion with how these factors interact in the 
development of grasslands.  

Allocation of resources  
In a theoretical environment with endless resources, a plant can manage to maintain all 
functions, which are essential to maintain and maximise its fitness. In the real world, however 
a plant is never growing in an environment with endless resources and therefore the plant has 
to allocate resources between different functions. How plants allocate recourses, differ 
between different plants but also under which environmental circumstances they are growing. 
As a main role, it is predictable to suppose that a plant that allocates a big part of the 
recourses supplies to one function had to reduce the recourse supply to other functions. This 
prediction is important because it assumes that a plant that is exposed to herbivory has to 
“decide” if it should try to avoid herbivory or compensate the tissue loose, with a 
compensatory regrowth.     
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Photosynthesis and growth 
One prerequisite for allocating of recourse is photosynthesis. Photosynthesis is the reaction in 
which the plants form their recourses, it is also one of the most important chemical reactions 
on earth and it is one of the requirements for life as we know it. It provides the atmosphere 
with oxygen and it fixates carbon so it becomes available to different organisms as part of 
their energy resource and building up elements. There are two major reactions in the 
photosynthesis, energy-transduction reaction or light reaction and the carbon-fixation 
reaction or dark reaction. Under the light reaction, energy from the light is used to form the 
energy molecule ATP, which are used in the dark reaction to fixate carbon. It is under the 
formation of ATP the release of oxygen to the atmosphere is taking place (Raven et. al. 1999). 
In the carbon fixation reaction, ATP is used to bind carbon to organic molecules. When the 
carbon has been bound to the molecules, the whole complexes of carbon and organic 
molecule are transformed to simple sugars. At the same time as the sugar and starch 
molecules are formed a carbon skeleton is formed upon which every other organic molecule 
can be built (Raven et. al. 1999). 

The fixation of carbon within the photosynthesis is one of the requirements for growth in 
plants another one is cell division. In plants, cell division is not realising the growth it is just a 
constitute for it. Most of the growth in plants is instead due to cell enlargement (Raven et. al. 
1999). Much of the carbon fixed in the photosynthesis is used for growth, which is depending 
on light, carbon dioxide, minerals and water. Growth is sensitive for shortage in required 
supplies and the plants cannot manage to growth if one of the needed recourses is not 
available in a sufficient amount (Herms et. al., 1992).  

Environmental impacts and constrains 
Plants are exposed to many kinds of threats, both abiotic and biotic, some more important 
than others. The gathered tension from the threats on the plants will determinate how the 
development of a particularly grassland will turn out.  

The water need in plants    
Plants use water to maintain many physical functions where photosynthesis, nutrient transport 
and maintaining of turgor pressure are some. The last is not that important in ligneous plants 
but have an essential role in herbaceous plants where it renders the possibility of keeping 
plants erected. Drought can put heavy physical pressure on these important mechanisms and 
can in severe cases even led to the decease of plants. One of the main sources of water loss in 
plants is transpiration. As an example the water loss from a single tree growing in a deciduous 
forest in North Carolina, USA have been estimated to 200-400 L in a single day (Raven et. al. 
1999). Transpiration can involve any aboveground parts of a plant but the leaves stand for the 
major part of the water loss. To protect the plant from an even bigger water loss, the leaves 
are covered with a protective layer known as cuticle, which makes the leaves almost 
impermeable to water. The waste amount of the water that transpires by plants is instead lost 
through the stomata. Stomata are pores that occur on all aerial part of a plant but are far more 
abundant on the leaves than on the rest of the plant (Raven et. al. 1999).  The plants can 
regulate the opening and closing of the stomata and this regulation depending of several 
factors where insufficient humidity is one (Campell and Reece, 2002). When a plant is closing 
the stomata, it minimises the water loss through transpiration. This is one of the most 
important protections against drought (Raven et. al. 1999).   
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Plants need for nutrient 
Plants also need an appropriate amount of nutrients to maintain their fitness. One example is 
magnesium, which is one of the components in chlorophyll (Campell and Reece, 2002).. It 
can easily be assumed that a shortage in magnesium will therefore have a devastating effect 
on the plants fitness. Because nutrients have fundamental roles in plants, a shortage in the 
supply can inhibit plant growth. An inhibition of growth in plants can reduce the possibility of 
the plants to photosynthesis because it may prevent the extension of the foliage in a proper 
way and this will in turn reduce the fitness of the plants even more (Campell and Reece, 
2002).  

The impact of light 
As earlier noted, plants are dependent of light, which is necessary for the photosynthesis. This 
means that plants that do not have access to the appropriate amount of light will have 
difficulties achieving photosynthesis. The more sever the absence of light is the more tension 
will be put on the plants. The stress can lead to several physiological problems for the plants 
and in severe cases to death (Raven et. al. 1999).  

Solar radiation is essential to plants but it can also harm them. This happens when the light 
energy absorbed by the leaves exceed their photosynthetic capacity. Some of this absorbed, 
excess energy leave the leaves as harmless heat but other part of this energy helps to form 
different highly reactive chemical species. These species and their by-products can under 
severe conditions cause fatal damage to plant tissue, so called photodamage. The 
photodamage causes of the reactive chemicals capability to oxidise lipids, proteins and 
pigments (Close et. al., 2002).     

Mammalian herbivory impact on vegetation 

Foraging selectivity  
Foraging selectivity can have a big impact on the species composition in an ecosystem. One 
of the most important factors of foraging selectivity seams to be the specie, which a specific 
animal belongs to. Animal of the same species seems to have a common preference in there 
foraging selectivity. Among livestock, this difference is very distinct. Cattle prefer grass and 
herbs and almost their entire food intake consists of this mix (Ekstam and Forshed 2000). In 
contrast, the amounts of grass in the fodder intake among sheep and goats are 50 and 29 per 
cent respectively. One way for the two later to meet their food requirement is instead, to 
ingest ligneous plants. The amount of lignified plants in their diets is 20 per cent for sheep 
and 59 per cent for goats (Ekstam and Forshed 2000). One reason for the differences between 
species preferences are the different strategies species have evolved to optimise their energy 
intake. One example of these differences between species are the distinctive muzzles that has 
evolved in mammalian herbivore species. Among livestock, cows have broad muzzles with a 
rigid upper lip that allows them to take big bites from the grassing lawn. This does not give 
them possibility of being especially selective in their food seek, and it almost excludes them 
as browsers. Sheep and goats on the other hand have evolved narrower muzzles, which gives 
them the possibility of being more selective in their food seek and to express a more 
pronounced browsing behaviour than cattle (Ekstam and Forshed 2000). 

Other reasons for foraging selectivity are the differences between herbivore species in their 
ability to avoid different defence strategies among plants. Many herbivores have evolved 
different strategies to circumvent defence strategies among plants. The defence still affects 
them but not to the extent, that it totally will prevent herbivory (Fritz et. al. 1996). As an 
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example, some of the herbivore species that have evolved a capability to tolerate chemical 
defence among plants have done this through an evolved altering of their digestion (Robbins 
et. al 1987). Other species have instead evolved behavioural features that allow them to learn 
how to mix their fodder intake in such a way that it prevents the animals against the most 
devastating effects of plant toxins (Provenza et. al. 2003). Another reason for the evolved 
differences is probability to minimise competition between species (Fritz et. al., 1996). 

Illius et. al. (1999) concluded that mammalian herbivores also seem to select plants that 
provide them with the greatest possibility of maintaining a high intake rate. Only in absent of 
species that will give the animals the possibility to the highest intake rate the animal will 
choose other species. According to this investigation a mixed diet among herbivores from the 
same specie stem from the fact that they have difficulties making discriminations between 
plants of different species and similar intake rate. Provenza et. al. (2003) contradict this and 
point at several studies where the abilities of animals to learn how to mix their fodder in a 
way that meet their individual needs are proved.  

Further, factors such as energy maximising behaviour, time minimising behaviour and herd 
size can have effects on mammalian herbivores foraging selectivity (Bergman et. al. 2001). 
An animal that expresses the energy maximising behaviour chooses fodder that is high in 
energy content. An animal that instead expresses the time minimising behaviour; minimises 
the time it performs some sort of herbivory behaviour and choose fodder, that is located in the 
neighbourhood. This minimises the energy the animal is spending on grazing and related 
activities. This means that the actual energy profit from a time minimising grazing behaviour 
can be higher than of an energy maximising grazing behaviour. Herd size also seems to have 
importance on herbivores foraging selectivity. Herd living animals seem to choose fodder less 
carefully than animals that are living on there own, foraging selectivity behaviour decrease 
when herd size increases (Fritz et. al., 1996). Reduce in the foraging selectivity among herd 
living animals maybe is an attempt to minimise social tension. 

Foraging selectivity among mammalian herbivores can as shown depend on numerous of 
factors, which all have different impact on the ecosystems. This academic field is however not 
that minutely examined and therefore it is difficult to find exact information of how the 
foraging selectivity influences the ecosystem more precisely.  

Mechanical impact of mammalian herbivores  
Besides, the foraging selection among herbivores and the mechanical impacts this has on the 
vegetation the animal also cause other mechanical impact on the flora. Animals cause damage 
to the vegetation by trampling, crushing and the coverage of the plants with dung. This type 
of impact can be severe in areas where many animals are gathered.  

The herbivory impact on nutrient ability and recycling 
Herbivores also affect ecosystems in the way they change the recycling and availability of 
nutrients. According to Augustine and McNaughton (1998), the changes caused by herbivores 
have four main forms. Firsts are the changes in the plant species composition that the animals 
cause and the altering in the litter supply to the soil of uneaten plant parts that this give rises 
to. Second, is the altering of the chemical composition of plant tissues that may occur during 
digestion. This often modifies the recycling rate of the nutrients. The third change that may 
take place is the change of supply from plants, damaged by herbivory to the soil because of 
changes in the root-system or leaf-litter quality. The fourth change that may take place 
because of mammalian herbivory activity is an altering in the plant and soil 
microenvironment.  
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These four factors cause changes in the recycling rate of all nutrients but the most important 
change is maybe the altering in the recycling of nitrogen. This alters the energy flow in an 
ecosystem through the returning of nitrogen to soil in a mineralised form that are more easily 
available to the plants, increasing the root turnover and the movable carbon supply to the soil. 
It also reduces nitrogen immobility by microbes and increases the solar radiation to the soil 
surface (McNaughton, 1985). 

Seed dispersal 
As earlier noted herbivores not only cause harm to plants. In some cases, plants and animals 
have evolved a mutualistic relationship to each other. One of these cases is seed dispersal. 
Several plant species that are found in grazing areas take advantages of the movement of the 
grazing animals between patches suitable for plant seeds to germinate in (Ekstam and 
Forshed, 2000). Some species have evolved seeds that become stuck to the fur of the animals 
while other have developed seeds that do not lose their capacity to germinate even if they 
passes through the digestion of animals (Ekstam and Forshed, 2000 and Oba et al., 1999). In 
some cases, the relationship has gone even further and the seeds have to passage through the 
digestion of an animal for being possible to germinate. The later circumstance is maybe not 
that common but Oba (1998) concluded that an exclusion of goats from a savannah in Kenya 
reduced the regrowth of juvenile acacia plants. His conclusion points at the fact that 
herbivores are important to some plant species because the plant seeds enhance their capacity 
to germinate as they pass through the digestion of herbivores.  

Defence strategies against herbivory among plants 
As a response to the environmental threats, many plants have evolved different kinds of 
defence strategies. Some plant species use one defence strategy while others are using two or 
more. Some species defend themselves (or produce a stronger defence) only when they are 
exposed to herbivory, so called induced defence or resistance. Other species are always 
defended, so called constitutive defence or resistance (Herms and Mattson, 1992). 

Secondary metabolism 
When plants defend themselves against herbivores, they have to allocate recourses from 
growth and reproduction to defence. The defence traits are then expressed by so called 
secondary metabolism. Secondary metabolism is the name for all cell functions, not explicitly 
required for the survival of the cells.  According to Herms and Mattson (1992) the two main 
theories in the scientific area of how and when plants defend them self with secondary 
metabolism, “The carbon/nutrient balance hypothesis” (CNB) and “The growth — 
differentiation balance hypothesis” (GDB), both emphasise that any environment constraint 
on plants that slows growth more than photosynthesis will increase the available recourses 
that can be used for secondary metabolism. This statement is since growth is more sensitive 
for shortage in supplies than photosynthesis. An increased secondary metabolism may also 
contribute to the ability of the plants to maintain a high level of photosynthesis (Hems and 
Mattson1992). This depends on that growth under resource-limited conditions can not utilise 
all end-products from the photosynthesis and this may lead to an accumulation of the end-
products in the cell, which in turn leads to a feedback inhibition of the photosynthesis. In this 
case a feedback inhibition means; “a metabolic product inhibits one of the enzymes involved 
in the pathway via which that product is synthesised” (Becker et al. 2000, p. 152). 
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Compensatory regrowth as a respond to herbivory 
Many scientists (e. g Du Toit et. al. 1990) have shown that plants can compensate tissue loss 
from herbivory with a compensatory regrowth. Regrowth is a suitable defence strategy for 
plants growing in resource rich environments and many scientists (e. g.  Herms and Mattson, 
1992) are of the opinion that plants found in resource rich environments always use 
compensatory regrowth as their first choice of defence. This choice depends on that plants 
when they are growing increase their competition capacity and therefore indirectly their 
fitness. Compensatory regrowth is in part a consequence of that herbivory often breaks the 
apical dominance of the top buds. The hormone achieving the suppressing of dormant buds is 
produced in the shot tips and when the shot tips are removed, the dormant buds in other 
locations at the plant can begin to grow (Raven et. al. 1999). Many plant species which are 
resistant to mammalian herbivory have evolved a defence strategy against herbivory that 
includes an easy growing start of dormant buds (Ekstam and Forshed 2000).   

Other reasons for the compensatory regrowth are the ability of some plant species to increase 
their growth rate.  This is common among species, adapted to herbivory. Among species not 
adapted to herbivory there is more common not to change the growth rate or decrease it 
(Augustine and McNaughton 1998) when they are exposed to herbivory. Increase in the 
growth rate can be partly explained with the fact that many of the perennial species in 
grasslands have a great part of their biomass in their roots. This makes it possible for the 
plants to allocate sufficient nutrients, from the root to the aboveground parts of the plant to 
enhance growth (Ekstam and Forshed, 2000). Species resistant to herbivory can also increase 
the rate of photosynthesis in new foliage and parts left after herbivory. This might be an 
induced defence strategy but it also can stem from the fact that young leaves in general have 
higher photosynthesis than older leaves or that herbivory increases the solar radiation to the 
remaining foliage (Ekstam and Forshed, 2000). 

Morphological changes as an adaptation against herbivory 
Plants can also change their morphology as a defence against herbivory. Morphological 
changes to escape herbivory partly depend on the fact that the apical dominance (see above) 
often is broken by herbivory. This will give dormant buds the opportunity to start growing 
and eventually lead to the development of a more branched plant or a plant with more stems 
than usual (Ekstam and Forshed, 2000). This kind of disturbance also leads to reduction in the 
number of buds present on every branch, which increase the supplies of essential elements for 
growth to the remaining buds. This gives the shots that are growing from the remaining buds 
the opportunity to grow larger than usual (Skarpe et. al. 2000).    

The morphological changes that appear as a respond to the breakage of the apical dominance 
by herbivory can be classified as an induced response. Other morphological traits are more 
constitutive to their nature and many plants, resistant to herbivory express the same type of 
morphology. Plants species, which are resistant to herbivory are often small, so that the 
grazing animals do not pay them any attention, have their axils (growing site) located beyond 
reach to grazing mammals or spend most of their life cycles as germs (Ekstam and Forshed, 
2000). The later types of morphological adaptation are very common and are one of the first 
signs of an area being expressed to herbivory.  

Spines, thorns and prickles as defence against herbivory  
Other defence strategies depending on morphological changes are spines, thorns and prickles. 
These physiological structures have a very similar appearance but their source of origin is 
different. Spines are modified leaves (Raven et. al. 1999) and they are common in 
environments heavily exposed to solar radiation. Spines provide some defence against 
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herbivory as they force the herbivores to reduce their bite size and intake rate (e. g. Young 
and Okello 1998) but their main function seam to be the reduction in foliage that they provide 
(Rooke et. al. 2004). A reduction in the leaf area is useful to plants in environment with low 
humidity because it decreases the leaf area involved in transpiration. This significantly 
decreases the water loss from the plants through transpiration, which otherwise is a major 
threat to plants in those areas. Thorns also contribute to the fitness of their hosts with the 
reduction in the leaf area. Thorns are not however modified leaves but modified branches 
(Raven et. al. 1999) and it seems that their major function is to avoid herbivory, not to prevent 
water loss. The third physical structure, which provides defence to herbivory is prickles. 
Prickles are out growths from the stem and branches of the plants and their major function 
believes to be the deterrence of herbivory. 

Earlier studies have revealed that spines and thorns in part are induced defences. They are 
always present in plants that have the inherent ability to form them but they become more 
pronounced if the plants are exposed to herbivory (Young and Okello 1998). Some studies  
(e. g. Herms and Mattson, 1992) also concluded that all structural defences are due to 
resource allocating within the plants and that they only appeared in constrained environments 
as a response to herbivory. These studies also conclude that the structural defences are more 
pronounced when the advantages of their enlargement for the plants are higher than the 
advantage of growth (Herms and Mattson, 1992). Plants in recourse rich environments are 
otherwise considered to always allocate their recourses to compensatory growth because of 
the competitive advantages this give (Herms and Mattson 1992). Recent studies, however 
have shown that the formations of long spines are higher when the growing medium has high 
content of nutrient (Gowda et. al. 2002). This may eventually be caused of that plants in 
resource rich environments because of they are more palatable to herbivores run a higher risk 
of encounter herbivory and therefore need a higher degree of defence (Gowda et. al. 2002).  

Chemical as a defence against herbivores 
Some plant species use chemicals a defence against herbivores. These chemicals can have 
different functions. Some chemicals as silica and lignin, which are common among ligneous 
plants and in late seasonal grass reduce the palatability and digestibility of plants, other 
chemicals, used as defence, are toxic to mammalian herbivores. Several investigations have 
shown a connection between the decrease in herbivory pressure and the presence of chemical 
components in plants (e. g. Augustine and McNaughton 1998).  

Earlier studies suggested that most of the toxic chemicals in plants are used to inhibit 
herbivory, which among some herbivore species has resulted in an evolved resistance against 
some of the toxins in plants (e. g. Robbins et. al. 1987). Recent studies have however revealed 
that the connection between toxicity and the inhibition of herbivory in some cases are unclear 
(e. g. Rooke et. al. 2004). These studies have shown that the toxic levels in plants are different 
in different part of the plants and that high content of toxic sometimes appears in parts of the 
plants that are unreachable to mammalian herbivores. The high toxic level in these parts of the 
plants can of course be due to other herbivores than mammalian one but in these studies, there 
has been no sign of the plants being exposed to some other herbivores. This has led to that 
earlier theories have come in to question. Some researchers have come up with a theory where 
they suggest that some of the chemicals in plants have a defence role against herbivores while 
others have other functions (e. g. Rooke et. al. 2004). One of these other functions suggests 
being photoprotection (Close et. al. 2002). According to those authors there seem to be some 
connections between the formation of some chemicals and photoprotection.  

As figure 1 shows, plants are exposed to several types of impacts from different sources, 
which all have influences on the way plants allocating their recourses and what kind of 
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defence strategy a particular plant specie will form. The main, earlier theory suggested that all 
kinds of allocating to defence were done to prevent herbivory (Bryant et. al. 1991). Some 
authors however proposed that the defence strategies are firstly evolved to avoid 
environmental threats (e. g. Cole 1986) and that these defences, as a by-product of the 
environmental defence, also are preventing herbivory. The defence strategies should therefore 
be due to so called correlated selection, which means that physiological traits that defend the 
plants against more than one threat are those traits, which are going to be favoured by the 
natural selection.  Some recent studies (e. g. Young et. al. 1998) have given these authors 
some advantage. Other authors still believe though that defence strategies first has evolved as 
a defence against herbivores (e. g. Barroso et. al. 2003). I suggest that both theories are 
equally right under different circumstances. In some cases, the defences against 
environmental threats are most important while it in others is the prevention of herbivory.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The effects of herbivory impact and plant tolerance on ecosystems  
Figure 2 shows how different factors interact in the development of grassland ecosystems. 
The factors in the upper oval all have influences on the development of the defence traits 
among the plants in the ecosystem. The defence traits of the plants will affect the herbivores 
in the area and the herbivores will in the turn effect the structure and function of the 
ecosystem. All functions of the ecosystem will in the end effect the development of defence 
traits among the plants.  

As the figure shows the development of defence traits in grassland ecosystems, is a very 
complex event and how a certain factor will influence the development in every case is 
impossible to say. Each of the factors will have different impacts under different conditions. It 
is therefore important to stress that this figure is very simplified and in reality, the connections 
between the levels in an ecosystem are far more complex than a figure ever can show. 

Plant resistance against 
herbivores 

Plant resistance against damaging 
environmental factors 

Allocating of recourses

Mechanical damagesForaging selection

Changes in nutrient 
composition and recycling

Environmental constrains 

Competition

Fig. 1. The figure shows different types of impact on plants and how the plant can 
allocate their recourses to different type of defence strategies. 

Resources availability
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Plant resistance against 
herbivory 

Plant resistance against damaging 
environmental factors 

Allocating of recourses 

Mechanical damagesForaging selection

Changes in nutrient 
composition and recycling

Environmental constrains 

Competition

Mechanical damagesForaging selection

Changes in nutrient 
composition and recycling Competition

Impact on the ecosystem’s structure 
and functions  

Fig 2. The figure shows how different factors interact at different levels in an ecosystem. The factors in the 
upper oval will all interact in what kind of defence traits the plants will express. The defence traits among 
the plants will in turn have effect on the herbivores in the area. The herbivores will have influences on the 
structure of the ecosystem, which will have impact on defence strategies of the plants. 
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The foraging selections of herbivores have impact on the species composition in an area 
because they alter the competitive ability of plants (Anderson and Briske 1995). If a plant 
specie is exposed to a heavy herbivory this will almost certainly decrease the number of 
individuals present and this will eventually give other species in the area higher competitive 
possibilities. If the grazed specie can respond to tissue loss with a compensatory regrowth, 
however the alternation in the competitive ability may not be that large. In cases where the 
grazed specie does not have the ability to respond with a fast regrowth though, the alternation 
in the competitive ability may be significant. The later is often the fact with heavily defended 
species. If such specie is exposed to herbivory, they have small possibilities of responding 
with regrowth. This is a consequence of the allocation of resources from growth to defence 
within the species (Herms et. al. 1992).  

It is also of importance when in the growing season a plant specie is exposed to herbivory. 
Many plant species have the highest possibility to regrowth under the first part of the growing 
season and a plant specie that early in the growing season can respond to tissue loss with 
regrowth may eventually lose this capability later in the season (Augustine and McNaughton 
998). This is also a function of resource allocation. Early in the season growth can be 
important as an opportunity to compete but later in the season, other functions such as 
reproduction may be more important. The plants therefore have to allocate resources from 
growth to other functions (Augustine and McNaughton1998).  

How plant species respond to herbivory is one of the factors, which have influences on the 
changes in an ecosystem. Other factors having influences on the development are 
environmental constrains and different types of mechanical damage (Augustine and 
McNaughton 1998, Anderson and Briske 1995). In a nutrient poor environment, opportunities 
for the plants to regrowth are limited and therefore any herbivory will have a large impact 
(Anderson and Briske 1995). In these environments, we often found the most heavily 
defended plants. The herbivores will often avoid defended plants but not always. According to 
many authors (e. g. Bryant et. al. 1991) many herbivores have the possibility of ingesting 
chemical defended plants because of their capacity to detoxify the chemical components of 
the plants. This point at the theory that some of the plant chemicals have not evolved to avoid 
herbivory but have evolved as protection against photodamages (Close et. al. 2002). 
Herbivores do not however ingest vast amounts of defended plants because of limitation in 
their detoxification systems and this indicates that the chemical defences of plants do have 
some capacity to deter herbivores (Bryant et. al. 1991).  

Mechanical influences and damage also change the structure and function of ecosystems. In 
ecosystems with a frequent occurrence of mechanical damage, many plants have a capability 
for shot growth from underground parts of the plants (Ekstam and Forshed, 2000). If this 
capacity is paired with a high frequency of disturbances and if nutrients are, available in a 
sufficient amount these will in combination keep the ecosystem in a constant stage of early 
succession. In contrast, ecosystems with a low frequency of damage and inhabited by plants 
that have difficulties of respond to severe disturbances are said to be in a late succession 
stage. This depends on that most of the plant species present in such an ecosystem is slow 
growing because of their allocation of recourses to defence and therefore has small 
possibilities of responding to damage with a compensatory regrowth. If the damage in such an 
ecosystem is severe, the impact can be lethal to the plants. Devastating damage can put such 
ecosystems “back” to an early succession stage (Augustine and McNaughton, 1999 and 
Herms and Mattson, 1992)      

The changes in the nutrient composition and recycling due to herbivores are, as earlier noted, 
caused by the changes in litter input to the soil and changes in the chemical composition of 
the plants when they are ingested (Augustine and McNaughton 1999). This can represent a 
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large impact to an ecosystem. Besides the changes in the nutrient composition and recycling 
that herbivores cause mammalian herbivores also can actually move nutrients from one place 
to another. This is often the case with ruminants, which foraging in one area and rest and 
leaves their dung in another area (Illius et. al. 1999 and Augustine and McNaughton 1999).  

As shown there are many factors contributing to the development of grasslands. In general, 
grasslands with a high supply of recourses if it is exposed do heavy herbivory, respond to the 
disturbance with a compensatory regrowth. This will lead to a compensatory advantage of the 
grass (Metzger et. al. 2005) and therefore this plant group will dominate this type of 
grasslands. An ecosystem with a low supply of recourses and low degree of disturbances will 
according to present theory (e. g. Augustine and McNaughton 1998) be dominated by forbs 
and other unpalatable plant species. The later is because plants in those kinds of environments 
grow slow and have to allocate resources from growth to defence so that the photosynthesis 
not will be inhibited. 

Those two examples are the extremes on a scale where environments with a very low supply 
of recourses and environments rich in recourses are the endpoints. Between those extremes, 
there are a numerous of alternatives and all grassland ecosystems are in some way unique in 
the way the factors of the ecosystem interact. 

Method and materials  
This study is in the main part realised as a literature research and to a minor part as a case 
study. The case study was accomplished as an indication of the accuracy of the theoretical 
results. It was realised in, and in the surroundings of Galapo village, a village or small town in 
the surroundings of Babati, the capital of the Manyara district in the northern part of Tanzania 
(map 1). 

The case study consists of six investigation plots in which I estimated the number of plants 
that either had a chemical or mechanical defence strategy. I did not measure the number of 
plants, which had an altered morphology because it did not have any relevance for my 
question. This type of defence strategy is also that common that it is not a good indicator of 
the herbivory pressure in an area. The plots were approximately 100 m2 (10x10 m). The 
measures of the plots are approximate because I was missing a measuring-tape or similar 
during my fieldwork and was forced to step out the plots. I do not believe, however, that the 
lack of measuring-tape has had any major effect on the investigation results because of the 
homogenous nature of the areas where the plots were located. 

As an indication of the reliability of my conclusion in this study, my tutor also ran a statistical 
test to examine if my field results would give any statistical reliability to the conclusion. As 
test method, he used the “Exact Wilcoxon rank-sum test”. It must be stressed however that 
because of the low number of field data the statistical test can only give an indication of the 
statistical reliability of my conclusion. 

Plot 1 was located in the schoolyard of Galapo Secondary School in the Galapo village (red 
marked in map 1). and served as a control area. The plot was exposed to solar radiation for the 
whole day and the soil moister therefore was rather low. There was a minimum of grazing in 
the area, which was done by a small herd of goats during the time the pupils were not in the 
area. The disturbances in the plot that not depended on grazing were due to the movements of 
the children, and some kind of clearance to prevent the ligneous vegetation from entering the 
area.  The vegetation consisted mostly of grass, in a height of 40-50 cm, with a few herbs 
scattered. The herbs consisted to the main part of plants, which had an unclear defence 
strategy, and only to a minor part of herbs with structural and chemical defence strategies. 
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 Map 1. The map shows Babati district and its’ location in the African continent. The green area in the 
continent of Africa is Tanzania republic and the red area within the green one shows the Manyara region. The 
shaded areas at the map of Babati district show Galapo village and its’ subvillage Gedamar.    
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Fig 3. The figure is outlining the of vegetation plot 3. The stroked 
area in the figure shows the part of the plot that consisted of a mix of 
herbs and grass. The spotted area in the figure shows where the 
vegetation was a mix of grass, bushes and a few trees in the plot.     

 
N 

Plot 2 was located in an “open grazing area” in Gedamar, a subvillage of Galapo village (blue 
marked in map 1). The open grazing area is located in an area with “Black cotton soil”, which 
are flooded during the rain season, and because of this area is only grazed during the dry 
season. The grazing in the area is done by a big herd, consisting mostly of zebus and 
crossbred cattle and a small number of donkeys and goats (just a few individuals of both). 
The vegetation in the plot consisted to one half of a heavily grazed mix of herbs and grass and 
to the second half of a mix of grass, herbs, bushes and a few trees (fig 3). All parts of the 
ligneous vegetation in the plot had some kind of observably defence strategy. Approximately 
half of the ligneous plants in the plot have a structural defence with thorny branches. Some of 
them also inhabited ants. The second half of the ligneous plants had an obviously chemical 
defence (smelly). The minor part of the herbs (with one exception), which did not have an 
obviously defence strategy, all where growing in the very neighbourhood of (often under) the 
ligneous plants with mechanical defence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plot 3 was located in another part of the same “open grazing area" as plot 2, which means 
that the plot is only grazed during the dry season. In this plot, I did not see the grazing herd 
but I was told that it was smaller than the herd that was grazing plot 2. When I came to the 
area however, I noticed that the trees in the area were heavily browsed which indicate the 
presence of goats. My estimation is that the number of cattle grazing in plot 3 is lower than in 
plot 2 but instead there is a higher pressure of goat herbivory in plot 3 than in plot 2. This 
makes the total amount of forage utilisation in plot 3 higher than in plot 2.    

The vegetation in this area was very similar to the vegetation in the area where plot 2 was 
located. One difference consisted of the location of the ligneous plants within the plot, in this 
plot, the ligneous vegetation where equally divided over the plot. The grazed parts of the plot 
consisted of the same mix of grass and herbs as in plot 2. Of the ligneous plants, 
approximately ten per cent had a structural defence strategy (no ants) and approximately 90 
per cent had an obviously chemical defence strategy (smelly). The plants, which had an 
unclear defence strategy where also in this plot concentrated under the ligneous plants with a 
mechanical defence strategy.   

Plot 4 was located in a fenced area, which belongs to the Galapo Roman Catholic Church. 
This plot was exposed to solar radiation for almost the entire day and this makes the water 
content of the soil rather low. The soil in the plot consisted of laterit soil and the herd, grazing 
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in the area, consisted mostly of cows and to some extent of goats. The vegetation in the plot 
consisted mainly of a mix of very short grass and herbs and to some extents of plants with a 
chemical defence strategy. Plants with a structural defence strategy where almost absent from 
the plot and there was only one plant with a notion of mechanical defence. The grazing in this 
plot was heavier than plot 1, 2 and 3.   

Plot 5 was located in the same fenced area as plot 4 and almost all factors were equal as in 
this plot. The differences consisted of lower solar radiation, higher soil moisture and that one 
part of this plot was partly protected from both grazing and browsing. There was eventually 
also a difference in the nutrient supply to the plot but this information is uncertain.  

In this plot, the vegetation was more diverse than in plot 4. The main part of the plot was 
covered with the same grass and herbs mix as in plot 4 but there were also a large number of 
plants with an uncertain defence strategy. Most of these plants were growing, either under a 
big tree that was growing in the southern boarder of the plot or in the parts of the plots, which 
had the highest soil moisture. The vegetation in the part of the plot that was partly protected 
from herbivory consisted with one exception of plants with uncertain defence strategy.        

Plot 6 was located in the same grazing area as plots 4 and 5. It was not that heavily grazed as 
plots 4 and 5 though. The solar radiation in this plot was similar to the solar radiation in plot 5 
and the soil moisture somewhere between the soil moisture in plot 4 and 5. Also in this plot, a 
part of the area was partly protected from herbivory. 

The vegetation of the plot consisted to approximately 40 per cent of high grass with some 
herbs in. Most of the herbs had an unclear defence strategy but approximately a quarter of the 
herbs had either a mechanical or a chemical defence strategy. The vegetation in rest of the 
plot that was not partly protected from herbivory consisted of a thicket of 60 cm high plants 
with mechanical defence. In the part of the plot that was partly protected from herbivory, 
some ligneous plants (trees) had had the opportunity to establish. 

The features of the plots are summarized in table 1.    

 

 Herbivory 
pressure 

Type of vegetation Sun radiation Humidity Nutrient content 

Plot 1 Low Grass and herbs Sun exposed the 
entire day  

Low Probably low 

Plot 2 High Grass, herbs and 
ligneous plants  

Nuance Rather high  Probably medium 

Plot 3 High Grass, herbs and 
ligneous plants 

Nuance Rather high Probably medium 

Plot 4 High Grass and herbs Sun exposed the 
entire day 

Rather low Probably low 

Plot 5 High Mostly grass and 
herbs 

Sun exposed part 
of the day 

Rather high 
to high 

Probably low 

Plot 6 Medium Mostly grass and 
herbs 

Sun exposed part 
of the day 

Low Probably low 

 
 
 
Notes:  

• In neither of the plots, the animals stay in the area during the night.  

• In plots 5 and 6 the partly protection against herbivory consisted of a net fence.    

Table 1.  The table shows the summarizing of the different plots characteristics traits. 
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Diagram 1. The diagram shows the percentage distribution of 
different defence strategies in the plots. In two of the plots the 
chemical defence strategy is the second most common while the 
mechanical defence strategy is the second most common in two of the 
other plots. In two of the plots the percentage distribution between 
chemical and mechanical defence are equal. 
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Results 
Diagram 1 shows the results 
from the six plots. As shown, 
the most common defence 
strategy among the plants in 
most plots was unclear. The 
only exception constitutes of 
plot 6 where a mechanical 
defence strategy was the most 
common. In plots 3 and 4 the 
second most common defence 
strategy was a chemical defence 
strategy. The opposite applies in 
plot 5 where a mechanical 
defence strategy was the second 
most common. In plots 1 and 2 
the percentage of the vegetation 
that expressed either a 
mechanical or a chemical 
defence strategy was equal.  

The results from the statistical 
tests showed that plots with a 
high herbivory pressure had a 
tendency of having a higher proportion of plants with a chemical defence strategy (Exact 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test, W = 6, p = 0.1). There was no significant effect of herbivory 
pressure on the proportion of plants with mechanical or unclear defence strategy (Exact 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test, no sign) 

The values from the different plots are shown in the appendix.   

Discussion 
To facilitate for the reader to notice any trends in the defence strategies among the plants at 
different plots I have chose to discuss the plots in the order they were exposed to herbivory. I 
start with the plot that was least exposed, plot 1.  

In plot 1 where the grazing pressure is almost nonexistent, the numbers of plants with a 
pronounced defence strategy were low with exception for the plants that probably had high 
content of silica in the straws, which were abundant. The last is hard to prove though because 
I not have done any examination of the plants chemical content. My estimation is therefore 
found on the kinds of disturbances, which are present in the area.  

According to Augustine and McNaughton (1998) frequent disturbances such as fire and 
grazing support plants with a capacity to respond with a fast regrowth. This plot has traits of 
such a disturbance regime but also of regimes where the disturbances do not occur that often. 
These circumstances have shaped an area where the dominating vegetation is grass. The few 
herbs that are growing in the area are either remains after earlier management of the area or 
plants that can compete successfully with the grass. I believe the first alternative is the most 
probable because the herbs must have difficulties withstanding the type of disturbances that is 
present in the area and the shading that the grass causes. The herbs probably also have 
difficulties competing with the grass about water. Compared with the herbs, grass has shallow 
roots and when the grass layer is dense, the rootsystems of the grass form an almost 
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impenetrable layer. This give the grass opportunity to utilize the rainwater to a much higher 
extends than the herbs (Metzger, et. al., 2005).  

My assumption that the grass in this plot has high content of silica is because of grasslands 
that are not exposed too many disturbances are often dominated of species with high content 
of silica. The same is true in areas with some sort of severe environment constrains. Both 
factors are to some extent existing in this plot where there is a shortage in the water supply 
under a great part of the year. 

As diagram 1 shows the results from plot 6 differed a lot from rest of the results. This is 
depending on several factors. Firstly, the plot is not that heavily grazed as the other plots. This 
has led to that the vegetation within the plot is not dominated of plants with a pronounced 
defence strategy. The high grass in the plot probably has high content of silica, but for the 
same reason as in plot 1, I can not prove it. Second, the plot was located in a ruderal area and 
in such an area you can predict to find a very strange mixed vegetation. In this case the high 
content of plants with a mechanical defence in the plot certainly to one part is a consequence 
of the severe disturbances in the area when the fishpond was built and probably to a second 
part of the seed dispersal of animals into the area (Ekstam and Forshed, 2000). After the 
fishpond were built the plants with a lower degree of defence have managed to survive in the 
area because of the low intense herbivory, which also has led to that the grass, for the same 
reasons as in plot 1 had manages to form straws with high content of silica. The low intense 
herbivory probably also leads to an accumulation of leaf litter in the area, which increase the 
nutrient supply to the soil (Augustine and McNaughton 1998).  

The results from plot 2 show that the vegetation in this plot mainly consisted of plants with an 
unclear defence strategy. Most of these plants had a morphology that causes difficulties for 
mammalian herbivores. One part of the plants with an unclear defence strategy where, as 
earlier noted concentrated under the ligneous plants with a mechanical defence strategy. This 
is presumably arising from several factors. The location gives the plants protection against 
herbivores but it also offers shelter against solar radiation and access to a probably somewhat 
enhanced soil moister.  

The defence strategy of the plants in this plot is formed of the environment they inhabit. The 
“Black cotton soil” in this area is richer in nutrients and moister than the soil in plot 1, and 6. 
This and that this area is exposed to a higher herbivory pressure than plot 6 has shaped an 
environment with a higher extent of plants with a more pronounced defence strategy than in 
the previously area. Because the herbivores in the area are almost restricted to, animals that 
prefer grass and herbs and to a very low extent are browsers, the mechanical defence strategy 
of the ligneous plants can say to be successful. The success is partly depending on the ants 
that a big part of the ligneous plants inhibited. These ants are very aggressive and according to 
Ward and Yong (2002) cattle never browse plants, which inhabits ants. The higher content of 
nutrients in the soil than in plot 1 has probably also led to this success, because this give the 
spinous plants the opportunity to elongate their spines (Gowda, et. al., 2002). 

The restrictions to the mechanical defence in the area consist of that the browsing is not that 
heavy (Young, et. al., 1998) and that the animals do not stay in the area in the night. This 
restricts the induction of the defence and probably also causing a decline in the soil nutrients 
when the animals are rejecting their dung in a different area (Augustine and McNaughton, 
1998). The later give the effect that the plants miss one off the prerequisites for a further 
expansion of their mechanical defence (Gowda, et. al., 2002).  

The chemical defence in this plot is probably induced of the herbivory pressure and the solar 
radiation combination. This conclusion is made of the fact that the plants with an obviously 
chemical defence just have minor damage of herbivory. They also manage to survive without 
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the protection of the plants with inherent ants. That the plants were damaged by herbivory 
even though they are chemically defended is either because of the capacity of the animals to 
detoxify the chemicals or that the chemical defence not firstly has evolved as a defence 
against herbivory. I believed the latest suggestion is most probable because domestic 
ruminants have a lower capacity to detoxify chemicals from plants than their wild relatives do 
(Robbins et. al. 1987). This leads to the conclusion that: because the herbivory pressure in the 
area is almost entirely a work of domestic animals, the plant toxins cannot be that effectual 
when the animals are foraging on them in spite of the defence. Therefore, the plant toxins in 
this case had to have some other function besides the deterring of herbivores. Because of the 
high amount of solar radiation in the area it is easy to assume that a possible other function of 
the chemicals could be protection against photodamages (Rooke et. al 2004). 

In plot 3 a larger part of the vegetation than in plot 2 had some kind of defence strategies and 
also a larger part of the vegetation than in plot 2 had a chemical defence strategy. This is 
probably a consequence of the higher utilization of the vegetation by herbivores in this plot 
than in plot 2. In this plot the ligneous plants that are spinous did not inhabit ants, which is 
one of the factors having effects on the higher degree of browsing in this plot. This means that 
the mechanical defence strategy is not that successful and plants with this defence strategy did 
have difficulties enduring successfully in this area. The difficulties probably also is an effect 
of the soil content of nutrients, which because of higher herbivory pressure are lower in this 
plot than in the previous plot. This circumstance also gives the chemically defended plants an 
advantage towards the mechanically defended plants. In this plot as in plot 2 the chemically 
defended plants were however also damaged by the herbivores. This is probably for the same 
reasons as in plot 2. The part of the vegetation that had an unclear defence strategy was 
located under the mechanical defended  plants. This is probably also for the same reasons as 
in plot 2.   

The results from plot 4 are very similar to the results from plot 3, even though the plot was 
located in a very different area. The plants that expressed chemical defence strategies were 
however very different from the ones expressing the same trait in plot 3. In this plot the 
chemically defended plants were small whereas the plants that expressed the same trait in plot 
3 were considerably higher. This is probably depending on that the plants in this plot 
expressed two kinds of defence strategies. In this plot the plants were both morphological 
altered and expressed a chemical defence strategy. I suppose this depends on the heavier 
herbivory in this area and that the soil contents of nutrients and water not were as high as in 
plot 3.  

The almost entire absences of plants with a mechanical defence is probably firstly depending 
on the heavier herbivory in this area, which does not allow the plants with a mechanical 
defence to survive or establish. Secondly this depends on the lower nutrient content in the 
soil. This does not allow the mechanical defended plants to develop any long spines or thorns, 
which affects their possibility of preventing herbivory.  

From plot 5, which were located in the same grassing area as plot 4 the results are very similar 
to the results from plot 1. This although the areas are very different. This plot was, with one 
exception very affected of herbivory, which plot 1 was not. In this plot however the high 
numbers of plants with an unclear defence strategy are depending on other factors than in plot 
1. In this plot the unclear defence strategy in part depends on the plants higher access to water 
than plants in other plots. This circumstance has given plants with a higher degree of 
competitive capacity possibility of establishing. Plants with a high capability to compete 
normally not are heavy defended in other ways because they allocate resources to growth and 
not to defence. They therefore need a much more resource rich environments to have the 
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possibility of surviving, especially if they are growing in an area heavily exposed to herbivory 
(Herms and Mattson, 1992). 

In the part of the plot that were partly protected from herbivory the plants, with one exception 
had an unclear defence strategy. This probably depends on the protection. The protect has 
sheltered the plants when they were seedlings and juvenile and this has given plants, that 
normally not survive in these kinds of environments the possibility of establishing. 

As shown my field results to some extension coincide with my theoretical results. The Exact 
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests showed that there seams to be some connection between a high 
herbivory pressure and the occurrence of chemical defence among the plants in an area. The 
connection between the herbivory pressure and the other defence strategies are however much 
weaker. In an attempt to show the statistical results visually, I have reworked the result from 
diagram 1. In this diagram (diagram 2), I have changed the order of the plot for the same 
reason to the same as in the discussion. I also chose to show plot 4 and 5 in the same points 
because the herbivory pressure in those areas was the same. The points for these plots 
represent the mean value of the results in the two plots.  

As the diagram shows that there is week trend between a high herbivory pressure and the 
occurrence of a chemical defence strategy among the plants. The only plot from which the 
field results differ much from the theoretical ones where in plot 6, which is probably a 
consequence of the ruderal character of the area. The increase of the chemical defence 
strategy to some extent follows the increase of the herbivory pressure. Among the other 
defence strategies there seam to be no trend at all. This can of course be a consequence of that 
my field data are very limited but it also can be a consequence of that the connections 
between the defence strategies of the plants and the herbivory pressure not are that simple. 
Plants respond in many ways to herbivory and the plant individuals respond varying in 
dependence on several factors where environmental constrains, growing form, specie and 
morphology are some. This has the consequence that there is hard to draw any conclusion 
from my limited field data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 2. The diagram try to show if there is any connection between the 
herbivory pressure in an area an the occurrence of different defence strategies. As 
the diagram shows there is a weak connection between the occurrence of a 
chemical defence and a high herbivory pressure.  
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Conclusion 
I started this study with two questions if and why heavily grassed rangelands are being 
invaded of plants with different kinds of defence strategies. My conclusion after I have been 
studying the theoretical material for my question is that if an ecosystem loses essential 
recourses (often nutrients) and/or the defended plants present in the area are very strongly 
avoided of herbivores, the ecosystem will be invaded of unpalatable species. If an ecosystem 
on the other hand does not lose important recourses because of the herbivores and/or the 
defended species not are that strongly avoided, the developments of the ecosystem are more 
uncertain. In the cases where the herbivores bringing recourses in form of nutrients to the 
ecosystem it probably will changes towards a system with plants that have a more pronounced 
competitive capacity. This will probably lead to an ecosystem with fewer plants with other 
defence strategies than morphological changes and an increase of plant species with a high 
ability to compensate tissue loss with regrowth. 

The answer to my second question if plants change their defence strategy from a mechanical 
defence strategy to a chemical one I assumes is yes. This is because of three reasons. Firstly, 
an environment that is not that heavily grazed often are richer in nutrients than an 
environment that is heavily grazed. Secondly, plants in more resource rich environs run a 
higher risk to be exposed to herbivory. Thirdly, plants in more resource rich environments 
have a higher capacity to regrowth than plants in environments low in resources and this give 
that they do not have to defend them self as hard as plants in recourse rich environments. 
Their growth is not either constrained to the same degree and therefore they don not have to 
allocate resources to secondary metabolism in to avoid a negative feedback inhibition of the 
photosynthesis.   
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Appendix 
 
 Plot 1 Plot 2 Plot 3 Plot 4 Plot 5 Plot 6 
Chemical defence strategy 0,25 11,875 45 44,1 2 3
Mechanical defence strategy 0,25 11,875 5 4,9 3 65
Unclear defence strategy 99,5 76,25 51 51 95 32
 

The table shows the percentage values for different defence strategies in the investigation 
plots. 

 


